DIAMON-FUSION
MAINTENANCE FACT SHEET
Diamon-Fusion is an award winning innovative technology that protects silica
based surfaces such as glass. It was developed to substantially reduce, NOT eliminate,
the time and effort needed to maintain those surfaces.
Glass treated with Diamon-Fusion is guaranteed for a period of 5 years to
remain water repellent and stain resistant, as long as basic maintenance
recommendations are followed and no harsh or abrasive cleaners are used. DiamonFusion is guaranteed not to fade, peel or chip from the surface or discolor the surface
to which it is applied for the lifetime of the glass.
In the event of failure, CB Showers will, at its discretion retreat the affected area
or give a pro-rated credit towards its retreatment. The warranty does not cover
deterioration caused by improper handling or extreme applications, nor does it cover any
labor costs involved in the removal, replacement or access of the affected surface(s).
BASIC MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS
In most cases all that is required to maintain the treated glass is a splash of clean
cool water after each shower and an occasional swipe with a body scrubber (similar to
the one used with soft soap for your skin). Simply pour the water along the edge of the
glass and most of the soapy residu will run off. A soft dry wasgcloth will dry the few drop
of water that gravity hasn’t removed. A squeegee may be used but is not necessary and
may require more frequent revitalizing.
If you notice a build up of water spots, or once a month, lightly scrub with a wet
body scrubber rubbing in circular motion. Then rinse as before. Should the glass
become considerably stained from hard water or lack of regular maintenance, DiamonFusion’s Restoration Powder can be used to clean the surface using a wet cloth and
light pressure, without damaging the Diamon-Fusion coating. Then spraying with the
Diamon-Fusion Revitalizer will bring the glass to its original sheen. All products
needed to recondition your glass when the repellency begins to wane, can be found in
Diamon-Fusion’s maintenance kit. Similar to a 3000 mile oil change on your car which
keep the engine lasting for years, this simple maintenance holds true for DiamonFusion treated glass. It will assure a clear and easy to clean surface for many years to
come.
On etched and sandblasted glass, Diamon-Fusion’s ability to prevent fingerprint
stains on the surface after it’s treatment is relative to the depth and coarseness of the
etch. To maintain the etched surface, gently clean with soft, lint-free cloth, using nonammonia based glass cleaners or Diamon-Fusion’s specially designed glass cleaner.
Do NOT use highly abrasive pads or cleansers.
Diamon-Fusion is a registered trademark of Diamon-Fusion Intl
www.diamonfusion.co
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